Dear Members and Friends,

_GSI_ and the other members of the Holocaust Intergenerational Global Coalition (HIGC), World Federation of Jewish Survivors of the Holocaust & Descendants, Descendants of Holocaust Survivors, and Red LAES (La Red Latinoamericana para la Enseñanza de la Shoá), co-sponsored two webinars with the US Holocaust Memorial Museum. These webinars were designed to help the intergenerational survivor community learn how to use available resources to learn about our own histories. These can be viewed here:

Part 1: [Preserving Holocaust History through Artifacts and Research](#)
Part 2: [Preserving Holocaust History through Oral Histories and Films](#)

The _World Federation of Jewish Survivors of the Holocaust & Descendants_ (WFJSH&D), in conjunction with Generations of the Shoah International (GSI) and the Kindertransport Association (KTA), will be having its 34th annual conference / family gathering in Washington, DC August 25 – 28, 2023 in Washington, DC. This will be a safe space for survivors and descendants to share, explore, and address our feelings and legacy. For more information see conferences below.

Thank you, and be well,

_Generations of the Shoah International (GSI)_

---

Membership in our interactive leadership listserv is open to leaders / representatives of _landsmanschaften_ and other Holocaust-related groups. If your local survivor, second generation or third generation group has not yet delegated a representative to join the _GSI_ interactive online discussion / listserv group, please join us now. We already have dozens of members throughout the USA and in other countries. This global interactive listserv is the fastest way to reach the survivor and their descendants’ communities: genshoah@gmail.com.

The form for event submissions may be found at: [www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html](http://www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html). Please fill out the information requested in the text areas and submit it to us at genshoah@gmail.com. You must send us your information no later than the 23rd of the month if you wish it to appear in the upcoming (next) month’s issue.
To search the newsletter by geographic area: Search by country for programs outside the USA or use the city and / or state abbreviations for those areas in the USA.

All times listed below are local unless otherwise stated.

Visit our GSI website at www.genshoah.org for updated information on new books, films, helpful links to Holocaust-related organizations and institutions, and more. Survivors, their children, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren are welcome to post contact information for their local groups on our website.

GSI has an “open” Facebook group that anyone can join and invite others to join. Feel free to introduce yourself to your brothers and sisters in the survivor and descendants’ community and communicate directly with them without having to be cleared by a third party. Use the Facebook group to find old friends and relatives. Join us and meet new friends. Our page is visible to Facebook members at www.facebook.com/groups/genshoah/. Joining Facebook is free and easy: www.facebook.com.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Holocaust Survivors Will Continue to Receive Additional One-Time Payments from the German Government Until 2027 As a Result of Claims Conference Negotiations

United States Holocaust Memorial Museum alarmed by pattern of attacks on Holocaust Scholarship in Poland.

CONFERENCES

World Federation of Jewish Child Survivors of the Holocaust & Descendants (WFJCSH&D)

In conjunction with Generations of the Shoah International (GSI) and the Kindertransport Association (KTA)

Annual Conference and Gathering
August 25 – 28, 2023
Washington, DC

Commemoration and Reunion in Mauritius
September 6 – 8, 2023
Republic of Mauritius

For more information and RSVP please email: roni.mikel@mail.huji.ac.il

War, the Holocaust, and Human Rights Conference
October 11 – 13, 2023
United States Air Force Academy, Colorado Springs, CO
UPCOMING WORKSHOPS & SEMINARS

**Rescue & Rescuers during the Holocaust**
July 3 – 18, 2023
Echoes & Reflections Online Courses

**The Failed Weimar Republic and the Rise of Nazism**
July 6, 2023, 4:00 pm ET
Echoes & Reflections

**Teaching about Contemporary Antisemitism**
July 10 – August 8, 2023
Echoes & Reflections Online Course

**Night: A Deeper Dive into the Jewish Elements & Symbolism**
July 10, 2023, 3:00 pm ET
Echoes & Reflections

**Teaching Holocaust & Human Behavior**
July 17 – 20, 2023
Facing History and Ourselves

**Living History: An Auschwitz Survivor Remembers**
July 18, 2023, 3:00 pm ET
Echoes & Reflections

**Photos, Art, and Poetry: Tools to Build Engaging Holocaust Lessons**
July 20, 2023, 4:00 pm ET
Echoes & Reflections

**About the Holocaust & Human Rights Teachers of America Symposium**
July 24 – 27, 2023
Avalon Hotel, Alpharetta, GA

**Jewish Resistance during the Holocaust Revisited**
December 4 – 7, 2023
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel

CFP Research Seminar

**Memory Maps: Early Postwar Efforts to Identify, Locate, Document, and Memorialize Former Sites of Jewish Life and Death (1944–1955)**
January 3 – 4, 2024
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel
UPCOMING EVENTS

Now – July 2, 2023—Sousa Mendes Foundation, Greenlawn, NY
Visas for Life—The Sousa Mendes Story 5-part film series created by Portuguese television.

Exhibit: A Brush with Evil: Holocaust Crowd Scene II by Peter Howson.

Now – August 13, 2023—Ronald Reagan Presidential Library & Museum, Simi Valley, CA
Exhibition: Auschwitz. Not long ago. Not far away. The exhibition brings together more than 700 original objects of significant historic and human value.

Now – September 30, 2023—The Kosciuszko Foundation, 2025 O St. NW, Washington, DC
Art Show in connection with the new film A Pocketful of Miracles. Berlin-born filmmaker Aviva Kempner chronicles her mother Hanka and uncle Dudek Ciesla’s lives before and during World War II.

Now – October 22, 2023—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Exhibit: Survivors: Faces of Life After the Holocaust.

Now – January 8, 2024—Polin Museum of the History of Polish Jews, Warsaw, Poland
Exhibit: "Around Us a Sea of Fire. The fate of Jewish civilians during the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising"

Now – May 2024—Rancho San Diego Library, El Cajon, CA
Exhibit: RUTH Remember Us The Holocaust featuring Holocaust survivors from San Diego.

July 2, 2023, 1:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Virtual event available in the US and Canada: Nelly & Nadine screening and discussion. For more information: 646-437-4202.

July 2, 2023, 1:00 pm ET—Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center of Nassau County, Glen Cove, NY
Author Talk with Ettie Zilber, author of A Holocaust Memoir of Love & Resilience. For more: zacharygraulich@hmtcli.org, Register.

July 7 - August 18, 2023—Richland Library (Columbia, SC)
Chattahoochee Valley Libraries (Columbus, GA)
Kokomo-Howard County Public Library (Kokomo, IN)
Washoe County Library System (Reno, NV)

US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibit: Americans and the Holocaust

July 7, 2023, 10:00 am PT—122 E. Culver Street, Phoenix, AZ
Born on the Cattle Car to Mauthausen Concentration Camp with survivor Dr. Mark Olsky
July 10, 2023, 12:30 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY

*Focus on Holocaust History: What the World Did and Did Not Do* with Professor Michael Berenbaum, Dr. Efraim Zuroff, and Dr. David Silberklang

July 11, 2023, 2:00 pm ET—YIVO Institute, New York, NY

*The Hasidic Revival on the Eve of the Holocaust* with Glenn Dynner

July 11, 2023, 2:00 pm ET—Gratz College, Melrose Park, PA

Online: Dr. Jeffery Kopstein, Political Science Professor at University of California, Irvine - 

*Politics, Violence, Memory: The New Social Science of the Holocaust*

July 11, 2023, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY

*Alias Anna: A True Story of Outwitting the Nazis* with Susan Hood and Greg Dawson. For more 646-437-4202.

July 11, 2023, 7:00 pm ET—JCC Manhattan, New York, NY

In person screening: *A Small Light* (TV Series). The story of Miep Gies who helped hide Anne Frank and her family. [Purchase Tickets](#)

July 12, 2023, 1:00 pm ET—Holocaust Memorial and Tolerance Center of Nassau County, Glen Cove, NY

*Louis Posner Memorial Library Book Club* (virtual), *All the Broken Places* by John Boyne

July 16, 2023, 2:00 pm PT—Havurah Shalom, 825 NW 18th Ave, Portland, OR

*An Intimate Afternoon with David Fuks, a child of Holocaust survivors*: short story reading, and a premier staged reading of his new one-act play *For Love*.

July 16, 2023, 2:30 pm CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum, Skokie, IL


July 16, 2023, 20:00 Israel Time—Beit Theresienstadt, Israel

Online Hebrew lecture: *Illustrated Testimonies In Eichmann’s Trial* with Dr. Batya Brutin

July 18, 6:30 pm CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum, Skokie, IL

On-site program: *Policing in Nazi Germany*. Edward Westermann, Regents Professor of History at Texas A&M University – San Antonio, and author of *Hitler’s Police Battalions: Enforcing Racial War in the East*, will discuss how German police forces helped implement systems of persecution that eventually led to genocide.

July 19, 2023, 6:00 pm ET—Gratz College, Melrose Park, PA

In-person event: *Speaking Yiddish to Chickens* Holocaust Survivors on South Jersey Poultry Farms with Seth Stern. Light dinner. Fees.

July 23, 2023, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY

Book discussion: *The Island of Extraordinary Captives: A Painter, A Poet, an Heiress, and a Spy in a World War II British Internment Camp* with author Simon Parkin.
July 26 – September 1, 2023— Ben Uri Gallery, 108a Boundary Rd, St. John’s Wood, London, UK

Exhibit: A Brush with Evil: The Nuremberg Trials, 1946, by Dame Laura Knight.

July 27, 2023, 7:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
The New Yorker Documentary Presents: Nina & Irena, Film Screening and Conversation with 3G filmmaker Daniel Lombroso and his grandmother Nina Gottlieb. In person and livestream.

August 2 – 27, 2023—Edinburgh Fringe Festival, George Street, Edinburgh, Scotland
Kravitz, Cohen, Bernstein, and Me: The Three Lennys, with comedienne (and daughter of survivors) Deb Filler. For more information: fillerupinfo@gmail.com; www.fillerup.ca.

August 2, 2023, 7:00 pm ET—Kindertransport Association, New York, NY
Zoom screening and discussion of the film, Dreyfus Drei with the director, Kindertransport 2G Ella Dreyfus. The film is about family, identity, and the return of three generations of Jewish artists from Australia to Germany. The film will be available for viewing online July 25-August 3 through a link that will be sent on July 25. Meeting registration, Zoom

September 1 – October 13, 2023—Ursula C. Schwerin Library CUNY, (Brooklyn, NY)
Scott County Public Library (Georgetown, KY)
Milwaukee Public Library (Milwaukee, WI)
Fresno County Public Library (Fresno, CA)

US Holocaust Memorial Museum traveling exhibit: Americans and the Holocaust

September 18, 2023, 12:30 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Focus on Holocaust History: Groups Targeted by the Nazis: Roundtable discussion with Professor Dorota Glowacka, Professor Warren Rosenblum, Professor Gideon Greif and Professor Anna Hájková describing and analyzing Nazi persecution of people with disabilities and mental illnesses, LGBTQ+ people (Jewish and non-Jewish), and the fate of Sinti and Roma people during the Holocaust.

FYI... FOR YOUR INFORMATION

FYI… Online newsletters
Memoria Nr 68
Sir Martin Gilbert Book Club

FYI… Many virtual programs on the Holocaust have been held since the COVID-19 virus pandemic and beyond. Here are some of them:

May 6, 2023: Holocaust survivors in post-war Germany | DW Documentary
June 1, 2023: Pride Month: Defying the Nazi Campaign to Control Sexuality.
June 2, 2023: “Freedom in Holysov” | Written and Read by Ruth Cohen
“Coincidences of Life” | Written and Read by Marcel Drimer
June 4, 2023: Preserving Holocaust History through Artifacts and Research
June 5, 2023: Milhões de Vozes - Klara Pelceman
June 11, 2023: Preserving Holocaust History through Oral Histories and Films
June 12, 2023: A Jewish Boy Survives in Hiding: Not Far from Anne Frank’s Annex
June 13, 2023: The Second Robbery: Aryanization and Restitution of Jewish Property in Austria
June 15, 2023: The Holocaust as an Interdisciplinary Tapestry: German Professionals and the Holocaust
June 21, 2023: First Person Conversations with Holocaust Survivors with Henry Weil
June 25, 2023: Romanian Jewry during the Holocaust: Filling in the Gaps
June 26, 2023: 2023 First Person with Holocaust Survivor Rae Goldfarb

Click here for past podcasts from the Ackerman Center Podcast
Click here for past videos from the Anne Frank House
Click here for past videos of the Association of Jewish Refugees
Click here for past programs from the Center for Jewish History
Click here for past webinars from Echoes and Reflections
Click here for past videos from the Ghetto Fighters’ House
Click here for past 3GNY WEDU Wednesday speaker presentations
Click here for past programs from the Haberman Institute
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Center for Humanity
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust and Genocide Research Partnership
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Memorial Center, Farmington Hills, MI
Virtual Program Recordings | Holocaust Memorial Resource & Education Center of Florida (holocaustedu.org)
Click here for past programs from Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center of Nassau County
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Museum Los Angeles
Click here for past programs from the Illinois Holocaust Museum
Click here for past programs from the Jewish Culture and Holocaust Remembrance
Click here for past programs from the Jewish Foundation for the Righteous
Click here for past programs from the Jewish Study Center
Click here for past programs from the Johannesburg Holocaust and Genocide Centre
Click here for past programs from the Kupferberg Holocaust Center
Click here for past programs from the Lappin Foundation
Click here for past Martin-Springer Institute programs
Click here for past Museo del Holocausto de Buenos Aires programs
Click here for past programs from the Museum of Jewish Heritage
Click here to view recordings of past programs from the Sara and Sam Schoffer Holocaust Resource Center at Stockton University. Additional videos may also be found here.
Click here for past Sousa Mendes Foundation programs
Click here for past programs from the Temple Emanu-El Streicker Center
Click here for past programs from The Olga Lengyel Institute (TOLI)
Click here for past Facebook programs hosted by the US Holocaust Memorial Museum
Click here for 2021 First Person programs hosted by the US Holocaust Memorial Museum
Click here for past programs from the USC Shoah Foundation Institute
Click here for past videos from the Wiener Library
Click here for past Ray Wolpow Institute Noémi Ban Memorial Collection programs
Click here to view recordings from Yad Vashem recent lectures you may have missed.

Additional lectures for further exploration are available here.

Click here for past programs from Yeshiva University
Click here for past programs from YIVO Institute for Jewish Research

FYI… For the latest on the Baltics

FYI… Articles, videos, podcasts, and slideshows in the news…Note: links were active when the newsletter was written but some links may now have been deactivated. If a link doesn't work, you can look for the story using a search engine, e.g., Google, Yahoo, or others.

Across Borders: International

'We cannot abandon them in their old age'
AI meets VR to keep Holocaust memory alive
Shoah education first as extended reality (XR) experience offers interaction with survivor
In first, artificial intelligence used for Holocaust education
UNESCO supports mixed reality production of a Holocaust survivor
Poland seeks ally in Greece in campaign for World War II reparations
Nazi-Looted Painting From World War II Returns to Poland From Japan
How Elie Wiesel Taught The World To Face The Horror Of The Holocaust
Yad Vashem head decries incidents in Poland
Empowering Youth Through Art to Carry On the Legacy of Anne Frank | William Blair
Life of young Holocaust victim continues to inspire humanity
Quirky Israeli Holocaust Survivor Photo Exhibit Heads To Germany
CNN Journalist Wolf Blitzer Screens Holocaust Documentary, Never Again In Berlin
Water-ed Down: Media Miss Mark as Roger Waters Dons Nazi-Style Uniform, Defiles Memory of Anne Frank

The memory of the survivors will not be dimmed

Israel Sells Missile System to Germany; The Jews Will Not Be Helpless Again

‘Jews Are Arrogant By Nature,’ and the Holocaust Was ‘Fabricated’: Palestinian Antisemitism Continues to Thrive

Australia

Australia to Ban Public Display of Nazi Symbols

There is no place in Australia for symbols that glorify the horrors of the Holocaust

Australia set to impose national ban on Nazi symbols

Australia moves toward banning Nazi symbols in wake of neo-Nazi incidents

Amid Australian ban on Nazi symbols, Asian faith groups seek to reclaim the swastika

JCA puts the pieces together

‘We will act to keep you safe’

Austria

The Horrible and Enlightening Life of Jean Améry

Austrian writers demand provinces drop anthems penned by Nazi composers

Canada

Spiegel: Holocaust education alone won’t end antisemitism

This Historic Painting Looted By The Nazis From A Former Canadian Art Gallery Dealer Will Forever Remain In Germany

Torah transported in bazooka case among artifacts in Toronto’s new Holocaust museum

First-Of-Its-Kind Toronto Holocaust Museum Opens Its Doors

Toronto Holocaust Museum aims to educate in a ‘post survivor era’

Toronto Holocaust Museum is opening in a time of rising intolerance—with an emphasis on preserving the stories of survivors

Toronto Holocaust Museum aims to keep survivors' memories alive | CBC News

Toronto Holocaust Museum Opens With Mandate To Educate In The Post-Survivor Era

Toronto Holocaust Museum opens, shares stories of dozens of survivors

Opinion: New Holocaust Museum Will Ensure We Never Forget Even In A Post- Survivor World

Toronto’s first Holocaust museum looks to the post-survivor era

New Toronto augmented-reality Holocaust museum opens for post-survivor era
Dimensions in Testimony – The Most Interactive Holocaust Exhibit to Date | News

Remembering Mira Koschitzky: A role model of Jewish commitment - opinion

This man got a memorial Holocaust tattoo to honour his zaide. Ontario researchers want to learn more | CBC News

B’nai Brith Confronts Owner of Canadian Website Profiting off the Holocaust - B’nai Brith Canada

B’nai Brith Canada: Shut down auction site hawking Shoah items

Finland

Finland's new economy minister in hot water for past Hitler joke, neo-Nazi ties

France

Nazi stooge or national saviour? How Pétain’s trial divided France,

Saving a Building That Saved Hundreds of Children - Tablet Magazine

Germany

Germany agrees to record $1.4 billion in annual Holocaust reparations as survivors age

Germany to give $1.4B Holocaust survivors globally in 2024

Germany to give £1.1 billion to Holocaust survivors across the world in 2024

Germany to hike homecare funding for Holocaust survivors by $105 million next year

Holocaust Memorial Project Marks Milestone With 100,000 'Stumbling' Blocks

Applying stolen silver sleuth skills, German curator returns Nazi-looted heirlooms

A German museum curator is personally returning art looted by the Nazis to the descendants of Holocaust victims

German commission backs restitution of Kandinsky painting owned by Bavarian bank to Jewish heirs

Kandinsky Painting Should Return to Jewish Heirs, Panel says

Almost 80 years after the Nazis were defeated, ownership settled on two pieces of stolen art

Prominent figure in German far-right party charged over alleged Nazi slogan

Germany's far-right AfD seals local election breakthrough

German far-right party wins its first county leadership post, rising in polls

‘The Real Number of Antisemitic Incidents is Five Times What is Reported’: Federal Commissioner Felix Klein on Combating Jew-Hatred in Germany’

Anti-Semitic crime rises in Germany, most from far right

Antisemitism levels remain high in Germany amid fears of right-wing surge
Watch: U.S. Ambassador to Germany confronts antisemitism and memorializes ancestors who fled the Nazis

Holocaust memorial project marks milestone with 100,000 ‘stumbling blocks’

Giant Holocaust project marks 100,000-plaque milestone

Germany's biggest Jewish educational, cultural center since Holocaust opening in Berlin

Holocaust survivor photo exhibit launches near Nazi concentration camp

German Police Searching for Suspected Neo-Nazi Who Gave Balloons to Children

Greece

Greek party with neo-Nazi links backs new group in bid to bypass election ban

Greece: Jailed far-right leader backs new party in bid to bypass election ban

Jailed Far-Right Leader Backs New Party in Bid to Bypass Election Ban

Israel

EU to co-finance new section of Yad Vashem Holocaust Museum

US presents Israel with original documents from trial of John Demjanjuk

Tel Aviv museum to host event with auction house profiting from Nazi-looted objects

Tel Aviv art museum embroiled in ‘conflict of interest’ involving Nazi-linked jewelry auction

Holocaust remembrance and the indomitable spirit of Holocaust survivors - opinion

Massive Mural Showcasing 4,000 Years of Jewish History Gets Unveiled at Ben Gurion Airport

Villain or heroine? New book documents the complex, astonishing life of Ruth Blau

Lithuania

In Tel Aviv, Lithuanian PM extols Israel alliance but sidesteps Nazi collaboration

This Humble Lithuanian Hero Saved 13 Jews in the Holocaust

Commemoration of Holocaust in Lithuania [sic] - The Blogs

Mexico

Memoirs of a 103-year-old Holocaust survivor: ‘It was all over at an age when everything was supposed to begin’

Netherlands

Does Anne Frank's Attic Have Any Secrets To Reveal?

Anne Frank's Best Friend's Memoir Reveals New Details About Their Childhood

Poland

For the Second Time in Six Months, Jewish Treasure From Eve of WWII Unearthed in Poland
The Nazis' first victims: Chilling never-before-seen photos of the transport of Polish citizens to Auschwitz in 1940 are discovered after lying forgotten for more than 80 years

WJC President Inaugurates New Entrance Hall at Auschwitz Birkenau Memorial and Museum

‘Nothing More Symbolic’: Israeli Swimmers Win Historic Gold Near Former Auschwitz Concentration Camp

Chronicling of Restoration of Torah Scroll Hidden During Holocaust to be Exhibited on Holocaust Education Website

Polish Responsibility for the Holocaust Was Not Minor

Polish Government Slammed For Instrumentalizing Holocaust

Polish Radical Right Wing MP Disrupts Lecture On Holocaust

Lecture on Holocaust in Poland canceled after far-right lawmaker storms podium

Polish government to "analyse" 1,000 academics who signed letter supporting Holocaust scholar

Why A Lecture On The Holocaust Was Disrupted By A Polish Politician – A Fireside Chat With Prof. Jan Grabowski, Historian At The University Of Ottawa

Opinion: In Poland, the truth about the Holocaust continues to come under attack

Auschwitz museum criticises politicisation of Holocaust after Polish ruling party uses camp in video

Auschwitz Museum Condemns Polish Part Video Using Images Of Camp

Auschwitz Condemns Polish Ruling Party Video

Auschwitz museum slams use of death camp in Polish ruling party's political ad

Auschwitz museum criticizes use of death camp in politics after ruling party uses it in political ad

Far-Right MP Forces Abandonment Of Holocaust Scholar's Lecture At German Institute In Warsaw - Notes From Poland

Polish city throws children’s bubble party on top of Jewish graves

Russia

Russian media releases declassified documents on the Holocaust – report

Switzerland

Swiss museum probes Nazi links to 'king of clowns' Grock

Ukraine

Zelensky responds to Putin by calling him ‘second king of antisemitism after Hitler’

Scarred and hardened by the Holocaust, survivors relive it in war-torn Ukraine

Holocaust Survivor: I Fled Ukraine from the Nazis—Now I’m Fleeing Again
United Kingdom

Holocaust survivor Sir Ben Helfgott passes away aged 93
Ben Helfgott, one of two Holocaust survivors to compete in the Olympics, dies at 93
Sir Ben Helfgott, one of Britain’s greatest Jews, passes away aged 93
Opinion: Sir Ben loved Britain, he loved life and, despite the cruelty he faced, he loved people
Opinion: Sir Ben was a giant among men
Opinion: Ben Helfgott’s loss to Holocaust education and commemoration sector is incalculable
Sir Ben taught us the importance of teaching the next generation about the Shoah
Rob Rinder’s Heartfelt Tribute To Sir Ben Helfgott: "His Memory And Legacy Must Live In Each And Every One Of Us"
Replace Westminster memorial with new Jewish Museum says Simon Schama
Jewish cemeteries can be 'outdoor classrooms' shedding light on the past
The Past Isn't Dead When Its Everyday Objects Are With Us
Pencil said to have been Hitler's sells for $6,700 -- a 10th of pre-auction estimate
Tributes to 103-year-old Holocaust survivor Alice Fraser
International honour for Holocaust hero who sheltered 800 Shoah survivors in Italian Alps
92-year-old Shoah survivor Eve Kugler honoured with live sculpture
At 12, I was in Auschwitz. My parents and seven siblings were murdered. Here is how I built a life
Holocaust Survivor Reunited with Daughter After 80 Years
'My mum was rounded up by Hitler's henchmen whilst games were being played in local parks'
Anger As Tel Aviv Museum To Host Event With Auction House Profiting From Nazi-Looted Objects
Anne Frank's childhood friend shares their untold final words together
My Friend Anne Frank by Hannah Pick-Goslar review – a survivor’s story
In new memoir, Anne Frank's best friend tells incredible story of Holocaust survival
Anne Frank Charity Says Roger Waters ‘Needs Educating’ About Antisemitism After ‘Wildly Inappropriate’ London Concert
Holocaust survivor's daughter who confronted Roger Waters with Israeli flag ‘kicked out of O2'
Hitler, Stalin, Mum and Dad review: An epic tale of a family’s struggle
Jewish actress reveals how 'grandmother went through trauma' after five years in Auschwitz
Hitler pencil up for auction is a ‘fake’, claims Nazi memorabilia expert
The 'unwinnable' video game that lights a path for Shoah education
The Light in the Darkness review – a sobering free educational game that confronts the Holocaust
Son of Holocaust survivors directs Mrs Doubtfire musical

The mystery of the Holocaust survivor and the Dukes cricket ball

**Uruguay**

Uruguay’s president scuttles plan to turn giant Nazi eagle into a peace dove after criticism

**USA**

Foxman: Bill honors Righteous Gentiles who helped Jews ‘against interests’ of countries

ZOA Calls on Biden Administration to Rescind ‘Horrific and Frightening’ Appointments to Holocaust Museum Board

Gideon Taylor, CEO of JCRC-NY, will step down after just two years

How does trauma spill from one generation to the next?

Intergenerational trauma: How to identify it and how to start healing

Boston Museum Gets Ownership of Nazi-Looted Painting as Part of Settlement With Heirs of Jewish Art Dealers

Should Medicine Still Bother With Eponyms?

Does Holocaust Education Actually Work? Yes — Ask the Data

US Gov Launches Probe into Florida University For Alleged Anti-Palestinian Discrimination Against Student Who Compared Israel to Nazi Germany

The shocking truth about Wikipedia’s Holocaust disinformation – The Forward

Does Wikipedia distort the Holocaust?

Adidas Resumes Selling ‘Yeezy’ Shoes Months After Cutting Ties With Rapper Ye

Holocaust survivors foundation to Adidas: Donate Yeezy sales to survivors - JNS.org

Thomas Buergenthal, Holocaust Survivor and Judge, Dies at 89

In Memoriam: Thomas Buergenthal | GW Law

Former Law Professor, International Court Of Justice Judge, Holocaust Survivor Dies At 89

Haim Roet, Who Kept Holocaust Victims’ Names Alive, Dies at 90

As he turns 101, Levy reflects on escape from Germany

George Soros Hands Control to His 37-Year-Old Son: ‘I'm More Political’ - WSJ

Report: Billionaire investor, philanthropist George Soros cedes control of empire to a younger son

Einstein and a Theory of Disinformation

Holocaust Survivor's Journey From Camps To Forgiveness

Holocaust Survivor Reveals What Stopped Him From Committing Suicide

Holocaust Survivor Trudie Strobel Stitches Her Story Into History
Editorial: Youngest Holocaust survivor notes fear, anger, hate are still thriving

Holocaust survivor: Discrimination 'always starts with words'

The mysterious postcard that revealed family ties from the Holocaust

Unearthing a family's history after the Holocaust

I went searching for a relative who escaped the Holocaust. I found a secret some want to forget.

Opinion | What It Means to Be a Witness Three Generations Later

'My mission is to keep Holocaust stories alive'

University of Miami honours South Florida Holocaust survivors

‘The Keepers of This Story:’ How the Holocaust Education Center Is Aiding Teachers

MO schools must now observe Holocaust Week, teach about the genocide annually

Snow College to host ‘Americans and the Holocaust’ exhibition this fall

The Holocaust And The Growth Of Jewish Day Schools In America

Holocaust Awareness Museum Distributing Art to Local Schools - Jewish Exponent

Retiring & award-winning Lise Marlowe, Elkins Park teacher & Holocaust Awareness Museum director, organizes art exhibit in Cheltenham High School lobby - Glenside Local

New Images Released Of Holocaust Museum Coming To Boston In 2026

New Holocaust museum is in the works for Phoenix

Ceremony Held In Centre Co. For New Holocaust Museum Exhibit

A Missouri school district could ban 'Maus,' citing concerns about whether it is 'explicit sexual material'

Following criticism, Missouri school board votes not to ban Holocaust book ‘Maus’

Missouri school board votes not to ban 'Maus' from district bookshelves following criticism

A new miniseries has reminded me — again — that the Holocaust was not 'long ago or far away'

Gal Gadot Talks About Having ‘Full Circle’ Moment With Her Holocaust Survivor Grandfather

Lenka Lichtenberg Sets Holocaust Poetry to Music

Lenka Lichtenberg: Kam jsme to zašli? / What is this place?

Antisemitism-themed ‘Leopoldstadt’ and ‘Parade’ are big Tony Awards winners

‘Leopoldstadt’ and ‘Parade’ win Tony awards, bringing antisemitism center stage

‘Leopoldstadt’ and ‘Parade’ Take Tony Awards, Making Antisemitism a Theme of the Night

‘Parade’ and ‘Leopoldstadt,’ Two Plays About Antisemitism, Win Several Honors at Tony Awards

‘The Postcard’ and the Urgency of Holocaust Storytelling

'A Small Light' Leaves a Big Impression about the Holocaust

In Disney's 'A Small Light,' Jewish Actress Ashley Brooke Helps Us Discover Margot Frank
Bel Powley Says She Was ‘Blown Away by How Contemporary’ Making Holocaust Drama ‘A Small Light’ Felt

Actress Bel Powley Talks About Antisemitism at Celebrity Screening for Holocaust Series ‘A Small Light’

A new version of the famous Holocaust diary is being called ‘Anne Frank pornography’ and getting banned from schools

‘Persian Lessons’ Review: Moral Dilemmas Become Dangerous Games in Holocaust Melodrama

The Millions We Failed to Save | Ruth Franklin | The New York Review of Books

Chef Alon Shaya Re-creates A Family's Recipes Rescued During The Holocaust

Resplendent Cruise Catering to Holocaust Survivors Lauded As An Event To Remember

June 4 is third annual Holocaust Survivor Day - JNS.org

Radio Diary: Tracing Family History Through 'Stumbling Stones'

Video Social media influencer uses platform for Holocaust education

Moms For Liberty chapter apologizes for quoting Hitler in its newsletter

A Hulu horror movie influenced by the post-Holocaust pressure to have children

What if Hitler had won World War II?

US Calls Roger Waters Performance in Berlin ‘Deeply Offensive to Jewish People’

Georgia officials denounce neo-Nazi demonstrations outside synagogues

Neo-Nazi Leader of ‘Goyim Defense League’ Arrested in Georgia

Neo-Nazis harass Shabbat worshipers outside Georgia synagogues.

Wyoming County Renames ‘Swastika Lake’

Roseanne Barr, in strange tirade, says ‘nobody died in the Holocaust’ but ‘they should have’

Vatican

The life of Wanda Półtawska

Pope Pius XII was no saint. The Vatican shouldn’t make him one.

----------------------------------------

PLEASE NOTE: Notices are provided for information purposes only. Generations of the Shoah International and its Coordinating Council members, agents and representatives make no representations, guarantees or warranties about the services offered, and any person considering whether or not to use those services relies entirely on his or her own investigation and evaluation of the services offered and assumes all risk and responsibility regarding the use of or failure to use those services.

We are happy to include news on events / projects in your local communities. If you want to tell us what you are doing, just send us an email at genshoah@gmail.com and we will print it in a future newsletter. We encourage you to share this newsletter with Holocaust survivors, their descendants and friends, and other interested people. To join GSI and receive future newsletters, to volunteer for / suggest a committee, to recommend a resource person or to
submit a book recommendation or program information, contact us at genshoah@gmail.com or visit our website at www.genshoah.org.
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